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Ninety years after Art Deco swept the world, 
                                        traces of this bright, geometric architectural  
              style can be found globally in oases of beauty. 
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DO
Casablanca 
Art Deco Tour 
www.travel-
exploration.com.

EAT & 
DRINK
Rick’s Cafe 248 
Blvd Sour Jdid, 
Place du Jardin 
Public, Ancienne 
médina; www.
rickscafe.ma. 

STAY
Hôtel & Spa Le 
Doge 9 Rue du 
Doctor Veyre.

SEE
Hotel Lincoln 
Cnr of Blvd 
Mohammed V 
and Rue Ibn 
Batouta. Hotel 
Volubilis 22 
Rue Abdelkrim 
Diouri. Mosquée 
Hassan II www.
mosquee-
hassan2.com. 
Palais de 
Justice Place 
Mohammed V. 
Poste Centrale 
Place Mohammed 
V, corner of Ave 
Hassan II and 
Blvd de Paris. 
Wilayah, 
ex-Hôtel de 
Ville Place 
Mohammed V. 

Words LYNN SHEPPARD 

C A S A B L A N C A

IT’S UNLIKELY THAT Don Johnson would recognise Miami 
these days. Much of the city has changed since he starred in 
the hit 1980s’ TV show Miami Vice, especially its once crumbling 
and neglected Art Deco buildings. Miami Beach has over 800 
Art Deco structures (many of them hotels), built during the 
development boom that followed the city’s devastating 1926 
hurricane, and today most of these have been restored to their 
original pastel perfection — complete with zigzags, racing 
stripes, stepped rooflines and tropical accents such as pelican 
bas reliefs, palm motifs and porthole windows. 

It’s been a long road. The Miami Design Preservation 
League was formed in 1976, intent on preserving the buildings’ 
architectural integrity. Three years later, the National Register 
of Historic Places designated one square mile of South Beach 
an ‘Art Deco District’. Now the league runs an Art Deco Welcome 
Centre, which provides information and Deco merchandise and 
also runs tours and has maps for self-guided walks of the area. 

At the heart of South Beach is Ocean Drive, illuminated by 
dazzling neon-lit facades. It’s there you’ll find one of Miami’s most 
photographed Art Deco buildings, the candy-coloured McAlpin, 

DO
The Art Deco 
Welcome Centre 
1001 Ocean Rd; www.
miamiandbeaches.
com. Bass Museum of 
Art 2100 Collins Ave; 
www.thebass.org.

EAT
Señor Frogs 
1450 Collins Ave; 
www.senorfrogs.com.

DRINK
Pool Bar at The 
Raleigh Hotel 1775 
Collins Ave; www.
raleighhotel.com.  
Rose Bar at Delano 
1685 Collins Ave; www.
morganshotelgroup.
com/delano. 

STAY
Carlyle 1250 Ocean 
Dr; www.carlyleocean 
drive.com. Cardozo 
Hotel 1300 Ocean Dr; 
www.benchmark 
resortsandhotels.com. 
Faena Hotel 3201 
Collins Ave;  
www.faena.com.  
McAlpin-Ocean 
Plaza 1424 Ocean Dr; 
www.3hilton.com.

Words MARINA KAY

M I A M I  B E A C H

now incorporated into a larger Hilton 
hotel. The 1939-built Carlyle is nearby 
— all filigree and eyebrow windows — it 
had a starring role in films including The 
Birdcage and Scarface and you can stay in 
the penthouse. There’s also the Gloria 
Estefan-owned Cardozo Hotel, a stunning 
example of Streamline Moderne style 
(introduced in the 1930s and characterised 
by curved lines) that’s newly renovated. 

On Collins Avenue, you will find the 
Raleigh Hotel, most famous for its scroll-
edged pool. New owner Tommy Hilfiger has 
plans for a multi-million-dollar overhaul, 
but until then, you can still enjoy drinks at 
the Raleigh Pool Bar, and feel like Esther 
Williams. The most influential Miami hotel 
revamp — one that set the precedent for 
boutique hotels — was Philippe Starck’s 
mid-1990s transformation of the Delano. 
You can admire its winged white exterior, 
or settle into its dramatic interior with  
a drink at the Rose Bar. 

The latest Collins Avenue showstopper, 
Faena Hotel, has had a similar impact. 
The Great Gatsby director Baz Luhrmann 
and Academy Award-winning costume 
designer Catherine Martin were recruited 
to restore the former Saxony Hotel — 
once a playground for stars such as Frank 
Sinatra, Marilyn Monroe and Dean Martin 
— into a lavish homage to the Art Deco era. 

The luxurious hotel is the centrepiece 
of the Faena district (it received official 
designation as a Miami Beach district in 
2014), a six-block US$1.2 billion venture 
by Argentine developer Alan Faena and 
business partner Len Blavatnik, a project 
that has sparked Miami’s recent renewal. 

Beyond hotels there’s the Bass Museum 
of Art, a repository of contemporary art 
housed in a building made of fossilised 
Paleolithic coral. It’s one of the earliest 
examples of ‘Tropical Deco’, a term used 
to describe Miami’s unique adaption  
of the historic architectural style, and is 
complete with maritime friezes. 

As for that nautical-inspired building 
on the corner of Collins and Espanola Way? 
The neon sign spells ‘Señor Frogs’ and, 
despite its elegant mint-and-pink-painted 
front, it’s party central. Don Johnson would 
have a hard time placing it — though 
his character staked it out when it was 
a ‘criminal hideout’ called the Warsaw 
Ballroom back in the ’80s. After all, today’s 
storyline writ large reads more Miami Nice.  

CASABLANCA’S PAST AS a key outpost of the French empire 
has left a distinct architectural footprint. Look beyond the soot-
stained stonework and above the smoky terraces, where men 
pass the day drinking strong coffee and fragrant mint tea, and in 

the French-built squares, avenues and public buildings 
you’ll discover the rigid symmetry and wrought iron 

that were typical of the Art Deco era.  
As Casablanca boomed, Europeans arrived 

and lived in apartment blocks resembling 
those of Paris or Marseilles. The cornerstones 
of colonial administration, such as the Palais 
de Justice and Wilayah (city hall), can be seen 
around Place Mohammed V. At the corner of 

this square is the Poste Centrale, an exquisite 
example of how indigenous tile work and colour 

were combined with the foreign influences of Art 
Nouveau and Art Deco to create a style called Mauresque. 

Explore the streets radiating from the square to uncover 
hidden gems. Some have been restored and are still in use, such 
as the Hotel Volubilis, while those such as the Hotel Lincoln are 
crumbling with age. Others are surprisingly new — the enormous  
granite and marble Mosquée Hassan II was only built in 1989. 

If you want to stay in Art Deco luxury, the Hôtel & Spa Le 
Doge welcomes guests with an oversized print of Tamara de 
Lempicka’s La Dormeuse in the lobby and Deco-inspired rooms. 
(If you want to see all the Art Deco sights by car, US-Moroccan 
outfit Travel Exploration runs guided tours.)

No trip to Casablanca is complete without paying homage 
to the eponymous 1942 film. Beside the old medina is Rick’s 
Cafe, lovingly recreated by American Kathy Kriger. Combining 
traditional Moroccan design with colonial elements, it is a site of 
pilgrimage for film buffs and a perfect place for a meal.  

FROM TOP Ocean 
Drive; the hotel strip 
on Miami Beach. 
PREVIOUS PAGE, 
FROM LEFT The pool 
at the Raleigh Hotel; 
Napier’s Art Deco 
Masonic Hotel. 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT Mosquée 
Hassan II, the world’s 
second-largest 
mosque; the Hôtel  
& Spa Le Doge; classic 
Morrocan zellige 
tilework meets Deco 
formality on the Palais 
de Justice facade.
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SAY ‘MEXICO CITY’ and ‘architecture’ in the same breath and 
no doubt you, like millions of others, will think Aztec temples 
or colonial casas. You wouldn’t be wrong: Mexico City has both. 
From the Templo Mayor, an active Aztec archaeological site in the 
heart of the capital, to lavish colonial-era confections including 
the blue and white talavera-tiled Sanborns department store and 
meticulously restored Downtown in Centro Histórico. 

But Mexico’s capital holds all sorts of architectural surprises, 
from ultra-contemporary skyscrapers on the cutting edge of 
earthquake-proof construction to environmental touches of green 
walls and ‘double skin’ facades that filter air pollution. If the 
history of the city is, as writer Gonzalo Celorio said, the story of 
its successive destructions, it is also the story of its successive 
constructions, including the many Art Deco delights that evoke 
some of the headiest cultural moments of the 20th century. 

Entire new suburbs were built in the 1920s and ’30s in order 
to accommodate the rising middle class, who were cashed up and 
style-conscious. Today the neighbourhoods of Centro Histórico 
(or ‘Centro’), Colonia Tabacalera and Condesa are where you’ll 
find a concentration of buildings with clean long lines, geometric 
designs and ornamental flourishes. 

The most emblematic of them is the 
Palacio de Bellas Artes (Palace of Fine Arts). 
Completed in 1934, the lobby is Art Deco 
exemplified, from the font over the ticket 

Words JULIE SCHWIETERT COLLAZO 

M E X I C O  C I T Y

booths to the extravagant marble and 
metalwork. In nearby Colonia Tabacalera, 
the massive Monumento a la Revolución 
and the Lotería Nacional (National Lottery 
building) are both Art Deco dames. Even if 
you don’t hold a winning ticket, you can 
step into the lottery’s lobby to admire the 
building’s details, and the Monument is 
a hub of local activity with great people-
watching, as well as an on-site museum 
and a 65-metre-high observation deck. 

In the Condesa neighbourhood, you’ll 
see Art Deco flourishes everywhere you 
look, from the gorgeous ironwork of door 
and window grates to the stylised interior 
mouldings. But to really luxuriate in Mexico 
City’s version of Art Deco, book a room 
at the Hippodrome Hotel. Fully restored 
and reopened in 2014, everything — from 
the elevator to light fixtures, and mirrors 
to furniture – is a faithful homage to the 
era’s architecture and design. Head across 
the street to Edificio Basurto, with its epic 
helical stairwell and Parque México, for 
even more celebrations of Art Deco.  

DO
Monumento a la 
Revolución Plaza de 
la República, Colonia 
Tabacalera; www.
mrm.mx. Palacio de 
Bellas Artes Avenida 
Juárez, cnr Eje Central 
Lázaro Cárdenas, 
Colonia Centro. 

SEE
Edificio Basurto 
Avenida México 197, 
Colonia Hipódromo 
Condesa. Lotería 
Nacional (also called 
El Moro) Plaza de la 
Reforma No. 1, Colonia 
Tabacalera. 

STAY
Hippodrome Hotel 
Avenida México 188, 
Colonia Hipódromo 
Condesa; www.
hippodromehotel.mx.

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT The Palacio 
de Bellas Artes; the 
Palacio’s glam interior; 
looking up the stairwell 
of Edificio Basurto.PH
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ON THE EASTERN TIP of New Zealand’s North Island, four hours 
from Wellington, time folds in on itself. Stand on the main street 
of Napier and look you around at the elegant, pastel-coloured 
facades and bold arches with their thick lettering. They evoke  
a different era — you almost expect Jay Gatsby to wander through. 

Modern Napier grew out of a devastating earthquake in 1931 
that levelled the city. The entire central business district was 
rebuilt in the most modern styles around — Art Deco, Spanish 
Mission and Stripped Classical — and now it boasts one of 
the highest concentrations of Art Deco buildings in the world. 
Highlights include the Art Deco Masonic Hotel, which was once 
the most sought-after holiday spot in the area, and the Auckland 
Savings Bank, which incorporates Māori culture into the design. 
Go inside and look up at the ceiling, which includes fern fronds, 
whale tails and hammerhead sharks. Flora also features on the 
symmetrically patterned facade of the Daily Telegraph Building, 
this time as stylised lotus flower capitals. 

To get your Napier bearings, head to 
the Art Deco Trust, where you’ll find an 
informative history, a shop brimming 
with local treats and regular tours — on 
foot or in vintage cars. There are several 

Words CHARLES ANDERSON 

N A P I E R

other operators in town, local guide 
Maxine Anderson has been hosting 
visitors for years and says, “The tours 
have created a real love for the buildings.” 

Each February the city throws an 
Art Deco Festival, boasting an extensive 
program of dress-ups, events, music and 
food, all organised through the Trust.

Throughout the year, Napier’s MTG 
Hawke’s Bay museum runs exhibitions 
on the area’s style, featuring textiles and 
discussing the architecture. 

Nearby, the pretty residential suburb 
of Marewa (Māori for ‘a gift from the 
sea’) is filled with homes and gardens 
in Napier’s celebrated style, while down 
at the port of Ahuriri is the National 
Tobacco Company Building. It’s one of 
New Zealand’s most historic buildings, 
designed by Louis Hay (a key architect 
in central Napier’s transformation to its 
‘new’ style) and funded by tobacco baron 
Gerhard Husheer. It successfully blends 
Art Deco geometry with Art Nouveau 
ornamentation and local touches; raupo 
bullrushes and roses are carved into the 
entrance and the sides of the building.

It’s not all about architecture. NZ’s 
oldest established winery, Mission Estate, 
can be found nearby. Though not Deco, it 
hosts some of the world’s biggest music 

acts in its amphitheatre and offers 
all-day dining with lush sweeping 

views over pretty Napier.  

DO
Art Deco Trust  
7 Tennyson St; www.
artdeconapier.com. 
MTG Hawke’s Bay  
Tai Ahuriri, 1 
Tennyson St; www.
mtghawkesbay.com 

SEE
Auckland Savings 
Bank 100 Hastings  
St, cnr Emerson St. 
Daily Telegraph 
Building 49 Tennyson 
St. National Tobacco 
Company Building  
1 Ossian St, Ahuriri. 

DRINK & EAT
Mission Estate 
Winery 198 Church 
Rd, Poraiti; www.
missionestate.co.nz.

STAY
Art Deco Masonic 
Hotel 2 Tennyson St; 
www.masonic.co.nz. 

FROM TOP Vintage 
cars at the Art Deco 
Masonic Hotel; 
Mission Estate 
Winery; memorial tiles 
on Emerson Street.

GETTING THERE TO BOOK YOUR 
FLIGHT TO MIAMI, CASABLANCA, 
MEXICO CITY OR NAPIER, VISIT 
WWW.VIRGINAUSTRALIA.COM 

OR CALL 13 67 89 (IN AUSTRALIA).


